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SPECULATION OR PRODUCTIVE
INVESTMENT?
Frank Stilwell

What is the relationship between speculation and productive investment?

Is the

deficiency of productive invesunent in Australia partly due to the investable surplus
being redirected into speculative activities which do not add to economic capacity? If
so, what conditions are conducive to this tendency and how, if at all, can they be
reversed? More fundamentally, is the distinction between speculation and productive
investment conceptually clear and usefu1 as a basis for analysing the problems of

contemporary capitalism?
In trying to sort out these important but diCflcult issues. this article proceeds in five
steps: (I) an initial consideration of the current Australian situation, with particular
reference to the apparem reasons for the low levels of investment; (2) an examination
of recent empirical work on the flow of funds in Australia; (3) a brief assessment of
the international character of the tendency towards ncasino capitalism"; (4) some
reflections on conceptual problems in distinguishing speculation from productive

investment; leading to (5) a theoretical refonnulation with particular reference to the
sources of speculative profits. and (6) concluding comments on implications for
public tx>licy. In this wayan analysis is developed which, while far from conclusive.
raises some fundamental concerns about the nature of speculation and its effects,
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Productive Investment in Australia
The current problem of inadequate levels of private capital expenditure in Australian
industry is widely recognised and well documented· I Politically, it has been a major
component in the left's critique of the Federal Government's economic policies - that
the emphasis on wage restraint has not been matched by comparable emphasis on
ensuring that increased profits lead to increased investment in the expansion and
modernisation of Australian industry. On the right, the concern has been expressed
differently but no less strongly - for example, a major plank: of the Liberal Party's
1987 federal election campaign was that existing ALP policies must be inadequate
because business was not investing. likewise.the inadequacy of investment was used
- and presumably will continue to be used - to buttress the case for laX-cuts on
company profits and on high personal incomes (the ftincentivation road to economic
recovery hitched up to the more blatant appeals to the hip-pocket of wealthier
sections of the electorate). For media economic commentators. it has become a major
theme in the conventional wisdom on Australia's economic situation, albeit
subsidiary to the argwnents for further wage-restraint, fiscal restraint and
tariff-reduction.
It is generaUy agreed that the ~anima1 spirits ft of business investors have not been
ft

running hOL
The problem of inadequate investment does not stem directly from inadequate
profitability. The profit perfonnance of individual companies has been uneven, as
always, but lhe broad picture is one of the economy generating a large investable
surplus. 1be figures on the share of capital and labour in the national income reveal a
clear pattern of redistribution to the fonner: lhe share of lhe gross operating surplus
increased by over 6 percentage points between 1982-3 and 1987-8, with a
corresponding reduction in the share of wages and salaries.2 Wage-earners can
rightly claim that they have fulfilled lheir obligations to wage restraint, indeed much
more so than was required under the original Accord. However. business has not
played its pan in channelling lhe increased economic surplus inlD new productive
investment.
What are the reasons for this situation? Among the various possible contributory
factors, two stand out as panicularJy interesting to investigate - high interest rates and
speculation. The two aspects appear to be interconnected. As one economics writer
has put it, ~lhe high interest rate policy of the last two years has meant that business
could obtain a higher and risk-free return from financial ralher than productive
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enterprise."3 Actually, the issue is nor. quite so clear-cut (as we will see in the rest of
this article). However, the higher the real interest rate, the higher the cost to business
investors of raising loan finance, and the higher the incomes to those providing loan
fmance. Better to be a saver/lender than a borrower/investor in these circumstances.
Purchasing fmancial assets offering a high yield with little risk is the optimal situation
from the viewpoint of the individual seeking to maximise the return on capital.
Moreover, there has evidently been a general increase in speculation, involving
activities such as transactions on the futures market, the foreign exchange market, and
the buying and selling of gold and other commodities, motivated by expectations of
fmancial gain based on predicted future price changes. What is less clear is how, if at
all, these speculative activities bear on the level of productive investment In the
extreme case, that of the zero-sum game, every dollar diverted into speculation is a
dollar not available during the same time period for productive investment For the
individual this is the normal case, at least in the short term: funds allocated to one
purpose are not available for other uses. But is it so for the economy as a whole? Is
the apparent proliferation of speculative activities indicative of a significant change in
Auslralian capitalism, or of contemporary capitalism in general? It is with these
matters that the rest of this article is concerned.

The Flow of Funds in Australia
A recent book by George Marzouk has provided derailed statistical information
which can be used to analyse the quantitative relationship between the production of
goods and services and the acquisition of imancial assets. 4 The book actually does a
lot more than this: it also surveys the general condition of the Australian economy in
recent years, discusses the limitations of policies based on Keynesianism, monetarism
and supply-side economics, and analyses particular features of monetary policy and
foreign exchange rate policy. But it is the contribution to the analysis and
measurement of the flow of funds into paper investments which is most relevant in
the context of this article.
What Marzouk does is to extend the usual national income accounting framework to
take account of all transfers of income, not only for the purchase and sale of current
production, but also for the purchase and sale of existing assets. 1be analysis
distinguishes between a matrix of real transactions (payments of wages and salaries,
taxation, interest, gross capital formation, purchases and sales of goods and services,
etc.) and a matrix of fmancial transactions (bank deposits, shares, debentures,
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government securities, etc.). These transactions are disaggregated according to the
various units that undenake economic activities: corporate trading enterprises, public
enterprises, households and non-incorporated businesses, the Commonwealth
government, state and local government, financial intennediaries and the foreign
sector. Marzouk's method of presentation allows us to see the sources of funds and
the uses of funds by each of these sectors for each year from 1959-60 to 1985-6.5
Some illustrative figures should help to show the significance of this approach.
Consider the uses of funds by each of lhe following lhree major sectors: households,
corporate trading enteJprises and lhe public sector, particularly in regard to the
relative uses for capital formation and the acquisition of financial assets. For the
household sector (including unincorporated businesses), the proportion of funds used
in gross capital formation fell from an average of 54.1% in the period 1959-60 to
1963-4 to 36.4% in the period from 1979·80 to 19834. Over the same period, the
correspon<:ling figures for corporate trading enterprises were 79.7% and 65.6%: again
a major fall in the proportion of available funds re-invested in replacement, expansion
or modernisation of productive capacity. A significant offset was provided by
general government and public trading enterprises: their .share of funds used for gross
capital formation rose from 66.0% to 81.5% over the same period, with a
correSJXInding reduction in the relative emphasis placed on the acquisition of
fmancial assets. The aggregate for all sectors shows a general fall over the period in
the share of funds used for gross fixed capital formation from 45.9% to 36.3% (this
being significantly lower than the figures for olher sectors largely because it also
includes the fmancial institutions whose direct use of funds for rlXed capital
formation is consistently lower than other sectors).6
These figures confmn earlier estimates provided by the Reserve Bank of Australia?
The RBA figures concentrate on lhe asset holdings of business cOlpOrations, and
show a 10% decline in the share oC net fued assets in lhe total assets of all industrials.
The share fell steadily from around 50% in lhe mid 1960's lO 40% in lhe early
1980's, and was matched by a corresponding increase in lhe share of financial asselS.
Care needs to be exercised in the interpretation of such data. For an individual fmn
an increase in the share of fmancial assets in total assets does nOl necessarily involve
a channeling of its fwtds away from industtial activity, since the financial assets may
include holdings in other industrial enterprises, or in institutions who, in turn, hold
lheir assets partly in the Conn of shares in other industrial enterprises. However, for
business corporations in the aggregate, this complication does not arise since
cross-investments are accounted for. Overall, me RBA figures confIrm Manouk's
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evidence of a changing structure of the flow of fwlds and asset holdings in the
Australian economy.
What explains this changed balance between rea] transactions, associated with cwrent
production of goods and .services, and the holding of financial or paper assets?
Marzouk's book provides considerable detail on the role played by financial
intermediaries and on the effects of financial deregulation. In his own words,
ft deregulation, by allowing financial institutions to pay higher interest rates o n
deposits and other financial resources acquired, and by lifting lhe deterrents on
transient holdings of fmancial instruments, has increased the interest rates paya~le on
fmancialliabilities incurred. It has therefore accentuated the gap between the rates of
n 8
return on financial assets and physical assets • It is the interest rate effects which
stand out most clearly. To quote Marzouk again, ftexamination of the composition of
gross operating surplus reveals that interest payments absorbed about 35% during the
five years ending 19834 compared with only 11 % during the 1960's.ft9 It is this
effect, rather lhan any profit squeeze arising from rising wage costs, which Marzouk
identifies as the key determinant of the paucity of productive investment, although he
also stresses the biases towards financial investments which arise from the laXation
system.
There are some significant problems with this analysis. Like any recasting of existing
statistics on aggregate incomes and expenditure into a more disaggregated fonn, it
involves making some approximations and imputations. The impossibility of
distinguishing financial flo ws associated with unincorporated businesses from
fmancial flows in the general household sector is unfortunate. Also there are some
significant statistical discrepancies, listed as balancing items in the matrices of
income and expenditure, which make for difficulties in drawing clear conclusions.
Moreover, some partS of the explanation offered for the observed trends are not
wholly persuasive. For example, the proposition that rising interest rates are the key
element in the diverung the gross operating surplus away from productive investment
tells only half the story; there has simultaneously been a greater emphasis on debt
rather than equity fmancing which would also help account for a growing share of
interest payments in the surplus. Also it may be observed that it is the size of margins
between borrowing and lending rates, rather than the overall level of interest rates,
which largely detennines the income of fmancial institutions.
Nevertheless
Manouk's analysis provides a useful basis for starting to monitor and understand the
changing balance between paper investments and investments in flXed capital
fonnation. Two questions now arise:
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Is this changing OOlance a distinctively Australian phenomenon or does it have a
more international character'?
•

Can we legitimately equate this distinction between paper investments and real
ttansactions with the distinction between speculation and productive investment'?

It is to these matters that we turn in the next two sections.

Casino Capitalism: An International Phenomenon
The declining emphasis on productive investment vis a vis fmanciaJ/ speculative
activities has attracted comment elsewhere. One obvious example is the United
States. Seymour Melman, Professor of Industrial Engineering at Columbia
University, has repeatedly stressed this feature of the U.S. economy, most notably in
his book Profits without Production. He attributes the very low productivity growth
in that coUntry to "the looting of the productive capital of the system on behalf of
short-term money making (and military-politicaI power)".10
There is an obvious parallel with Thorstein Veblen's criticisms of the ascendency of
the financial managers over the productive engineers. ll However, according to
Melman, the influence of the fmanciers has increased dramatically since the time
Veblen wrote. The following quotations establish the cenlIal theme of his argument.:
"Until recently the managers of US industIy were the world's best organisers
of industrial work - that was the basis of thelr profits and for the claim to large
personal incomes...The decision power and personal wealth accorded to
managers was one side of a historic exchan~l a social contract In return for
these privileges, managemen~2was expeclOO, by working people and the
community, to organise work".
"During the latter half of the 20th century, this pattern of industrial capitalism
has shifted. Soon after World War II the marketing executive emerged as the
bright star of the American managerial firmament. "Madison Avenue" lOOk
centre stage. By the 1960's the ideal ~, as portrayed in management
journals, has becOme the financier-strategist, the shrewd, nimble operator who
combined disparate fmns into conglomerates that maximised the shon-renn
profit making opportunities afforded ,?y tax laws, securities transfers, the
milking of production assets and other fmanciaI legerdemain. This is a world
of money ffialdng, one that can prosper even as production is neglected or
transferred to distant lanqs. In this world. the optimum condition is profit
without any production."
In the language of Marxist political economy, this would imply that the principal
problem for capital has shifted from (i) the production of surplus value to (ii) the
realisation of surplus value, and thence to (iii) the circulation of capital and the
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sub-division of surplus value. Of course, all three aspects are continuously relevant
to capital accwnulalion. Indeed, for capital as a whole, the notion of 'profits without
production' is nonsensical. Melman's point can be reinterpreted as a claim that (iii)
has come to be a disproportionate managerial concern, involving fmancial pursuits
which redistribute income without contributing directly to the generation of vaJue.
Other analysts have arrived at similar conclusions about the reasons for declining
productivity growth in the USA l4 Even the liberal-conservative James Tobin,
Nobel Prizewinner in Economics, has come out as strongly critical of the effects of
the ftnancial system. IS He refers, among othec problems, to the poor record of
"functional efficiency", (ie the mobilisation of savings for investment in physical and
human capital in their most socially productive uses). Moreover, he adds his own
view that the immense power of the computer is being harnessed to the 'paper
economy', not to do the same ttansactions more economically, but to balloon the
quantity and ,variety of financial exchanges. As a result. the US is using more and
more of its highly-skilled resources for fllWlCial activities which generate individual
and corporate incomes unrelated to their social productivity. Of course, this leaves
open the question of where these incomes come from. Moreover, it is not
self-evident that the growth of financial activities necessarily involves speculation:
equally, it may be the product of greater use of borrowed flUIds and a greater amount
of short-teml lending of working capital. We reDJrn to these issues later when
attempting a theoretical refonnulation of the issues. At this slage the main point is to
illustrate that the phenomena we are discussing are international in charaCtel" and of
concern to conservatives as well as radical economists.
Even in the UK, where dependence on the financial activities of the City of Landon
has long been a distinctive feature of British capitalism, there is concern that the
City's activities have had the effect of steering investable funds away from British
industry.16 From this viewpoint, the overall decline of UK. manufacturing and the
financial dominance of the City are two sides of the same coin (a coin which has
Margaret Thatcher's face clearly stamped on it). Examples of similar concerns in
other counaies could be explored, bUI the point is made - what we are analysing is not
a uniquely Australian problem although, in Marzouk's view, it applies with ~cular
force to Australia because it has deregulated the fmancial system so extensively.17
Indeed, according to a recent book by Susan Sttange, the shift from productive into
speculative activities is a global phenomenon, associated with particular features of
the international monetary system. As her book states, "today's money markets,
nunured by and feeding off the precipilOUS advance of communications leChnology,
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have expanded and accelerated into a round-th~world, round-the-clock frenzy of
speculative acti.vity, in which the buying and selling of commodities for use has been
dwarfed by the playing of the markets in ever more sophisticated ways in pursuit of
immediate fmancial gain. n18
This quotation brings out the distinction between "buying and selling of commodities
for use" and those activities which add nothing directly to productive capacity and
principally concern the redistribution of wealth, albeit frequently taking the form of
spectacular financial gain for particular individuals or institutions. Unfortunately, it
is not a distinction which is systematically pursued in the book. Rather, Strange
ranges over various features of the contemporary international economy, problems
with the monetary system, the effect of the dramatic changes in oil prices in the
1970's, and so forth, in a general attempt to paint the picture of an economic system
largely out of control. But her work (particularly in Chapter 4) does help us in two
ways: by providing information on the growth of speculative activities on an
international scale. and by indicating an approach to the further analysis of this
phenomenon.
On the growth of speculative activities on an international scale, a couple of examples
will suffice. First, there is the matter of ttading in fmancial futures. As Strange
notes, this has completely overtaken futures trading in commodities. The latter has
some economic justification as a means by which farmers and other producers of
commodities can insure against furure price fluctuations for their outputs.
Participants in commodity futures markets are typically involved in a casino-like
process of gambling on future price movements, but the effect of their activities may,
incidentally. assist commodity-producers to plan production in an uncertain economic
environment. This incidental benefit is less evident in the case of markets for
fmancial futures. These financial futures include options on the future exchange rate
of any currency. on government securities (and therefore on interest rates) or even on
stock exchange indexes (ie. the general movements in market prices of corporate
stocks and shares). In 1984 markets in London. Chicago and New York recorded
over 53 million contracts in fmancia! futures, more than ten times the number of
contracts in coffee, cocoa and sugar (which are among the principal commodities
contracted). t9 Now, it my be claimed that trading in fmancia! futures is not purely
gambling, and that there are good reasons to use such markets to insure against future
currency movements, for example in the case of an importer concerned with his/her
capacity to meet a contract payment some time in the future. Be that as it may, the
growth of activity in financial futures is quite out of proportion to the growth of trade
in real goods and services. implying a changed balance between productive activity
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and fmandal activity in which the pursuit of speculative gains is the dominant
characteristic.
A second example is the foreign exchange market. This is a matter with which we
have had abundant local experience. It is estimated that 95-98% of lJaIlsactions are
purely speculative, having no connection with the ftnancing of international trade.
(Indeed, even in the case of the other 2-5% of transactions - those involving importers
and exporters of goods and services - it is commonplace for the timing of their
currency conversions to be adjusted according to expected currency price
movements; thus it may be said that speculation is a well nigh universal feature of
foreign exchange dealings.) As an employee in the market once remarked to me "the
turnover of ttansactions in one week exceeds the nation's annual value of trade in
goods and services: that leaves the other 51 weeks in the year for speculation!"
What about tools for analysis of these phenomena? In this respect, SlJaIlge's
contribution draws on the distinction between risk and uncertainty made in 1933 by
the conservative economist Frank Knighr 20 Risk is involved where alternative
outcomes have particular probabilities: this, on his reasoning, could be handled by
capitalist entrepreneurs. Indeed, given their tendency to overestimate the statistical
probabilities of success in any business in which they are personally engaged,
risk-taking entrepreneurs would be one of the sources of dynamism in a capitalist
economy. This implies a genera1, but not necessarily universal, optimism about
business prospects: ie. regular casualties but a continuing supply of new risk-takers.
Uncertainty, on the other hand, is a situation where the probabilities of alternative
outcomes cannot be known. It tends to be a desr.a.bilising influence, and needs to be
countered by diversification, by insurance or by search activity to improve the
information available on which rational economic decisions could be based. SlJaIlge
argues sttongly that uncertainty is on the increase "as the number of volatile variables
in the mon~ and financial sbUcture of the international polifi-;a! economy has
multiplied".2 1 It is a situation in which a vicious circle of responses have increased
the volatility of the financial system, diverting resources into gambling and
speculation or to self-defence againslthem. It is a world in which what Paul Keating
2
once called "the 25 year old cowboys with Reuters machines" rule OK.2
This chain of reasoning warrants careful consideration. First, it is not obvious that
there has been a secular rise in the level of speculative activity going hand-in-hand
with increasing uncertainty, as Strange's analysis would seem to imply. To
determine whether this is so would require a more detailed historical study,
distinguishing between cyclical and secular components on the growth of speculation.
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Second, whether the risk/uncenainty distinction proposed by Sballge is the most
useful starting point for the analysis of speculation and productive investment is nOl
clear. The emphasis on uncertainty does seem to help explain the tendency towards
short time-horizons, such that long-term investment projects become the major
casualty. However, we cannot simply equate the pursuit of short-term "hit and run n
profit margins with speculation. and long-term investment projects with productive
investment. To do so would be to confuse different time-profiles of investment with
qualitatively different types of economic activity.
Il appears mal a more systematic analytical structure needs to be developed. Indeed.
in setting o ut the argument thus far we have already raised a number of momy issues
of a conceptual nature. It is with a clarification of these basic matters that the next
two sections of this article are concerned.

Speculations on Speculation: Some Conceptual Problems
The argument so far has assumed that the distinction between speculation and
productive investment is reasonably clear and unambiguous. Unfortunately, this is
not necessarily so. Manouk's distinction between real and paper transactions is a
useful firs t approximation, but it must be acknowledged that some financial
transactions may be a necessary adjunct to real productive invesunenl (as in the case
of insurance against the uD(;enainty of market fluctuations which affect the costs and
revenues associated with production). The liquidity and stability of the economic
system depends, to a certain extent, on financial intermediation. Likewise, Strange
acknowledges the recurrent justification by market economists of seemingly
speculative activities (such as trading in financial futures) on the grounds that these
activities enhance the efficiency of the economic system by ensuring
'market-clearing,.23 On this latter view, it becomes an empirical question of whether
futures markets do enhance efficiency (Le . b y equalising yields) or, as Strange argues,
inhibit it by causing greater price volatility and/or by wasting disproportionate
resources in these secondary markets.
In lhese circumstances, the distinction between specUlative and productive investment
starts to look rather blurred. Two further examples can help show some of the
possible confusions arising in the attempt to Sharply distinguish lhe two categories.
First, take the case of the sharemarket Some tJansacLions involve new issues: others
involve exchange of existing shares. In the form er case, additional capital is
mobilised which may be used for the creation , expansion or modernisation of
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productive capacity. In lhe latter case, no such additional capilal is generated because
for every buyer of an existing share lhere is a seller. But. from lhe viewpoint of lhe
individual market panicipant, this distinction between new and old shares will be
unimportant where similar market prices and conditions apply to each of the shares.
Moreover, it must be conceded lhat lhe existence of lhe ~second_handft share market
is a necessary condition for luring savers to loan their funds in lhe market for new
shares. To label one aspect as involving lhe raising of funds for productive
investment and lhe other as speculation is not satisfactory, given their
interdependence and lhe interest in financial gain without productive effort which is
the characteristic motivation by all participants in markets for financial assets.
Moreover, there is no inexorable connection between new share issue and productive
investment. Funds generated by sale of new issues need not be used for the purchase
of additional capilal goods. Equally, lhe funds used for the purchase of lhe new
issues may be at the expense of capilal available elsewhere. Overall, what this
suggests is lhat the more important and fundamental distinction is that between lhe
fmancial aspect involved in all share transactions and the investment i.n productive
capacity which bears no necessary connection with those transactions.
Second, take the case of the construction of property (eg. housing, offices or a
factory). This would normally be regarded as productive: it adds to the stock of
physical capital in the economy. On lhe other hand, where acquisition of existing
property occurs, a transfer of ownership is involved without any net addition to the
capital stock. There seems to be a qualitative difference between the two cases. But
in both cases there may be speculative intent, ego to make financial gain as a result of
anticipated future changes in the demand for property or changes in government
regulations regarding the uses which may be made of land and property in particular
localities. Does the classification of the transaction as productive or speculative
come down to a matter of determining the motivation of the buyer? Thus, in the case
of new property consuuction, the key issue would be whether it is built solely with a
view to sale (in expectation of changes in marlc:et conditions or government
regulations), or whether it is built with the intention of using it for the production of
goods and services (with sale at a capital gain being regarded as a ftwindfaU" benefit
in lhe unforeseen event of advantageous changes in market conditions or government
regulations taking place). That would be an impossibly difficult basis on which to
rest the analysis. Moreover, both new construction and acquisition of existing
property may have an effect on productive capacity, since even where the acquisition
involves existing property it may lead to that property being put to more efficient use
as a result of lhe transfer of ownership. (This, of course, is the recurring
self-justification of takeover raiders). Finally, it may be objected that speculative
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intent is not distinguishable from the general pursuit of profit maximisation, since the
future is inherently uncertain and the rational profit-seelc:er will always keep open
hisAier options of disposing of assets as well as using them for directly productive
activities.
These two examples indicate various possible sources of confusion. In the light of
these considerations it is clear that we cannot simply equate the distinction between
paper and real transactions (as in MarLouk's analysis) with the distinction between
speculation and productive investment. Nor can we sharply delineate speculation and
productive investment according to the motivation of the investor. A reformulation
of the issue is needed.

Towards A Reformulation
Three possibilities exist. One approach accepts the impossibility of quantitative
research on the balance between speculation and productive investment, but
nevertheless stresses the significance of the qualitative changes occurring in
contemporary capitalism. As we have seen, there is a growing volume of evidence on
the coincidence of a low rate of ftxed capital formation and a proliferation of
fmancial transactions which do not directly involve capital formation. This may be
interpreted as a situation in which "layers" of fmancial investment are associaled with
any given set of investments in productive capacity: it is the son of scenario painted
by Minsky in his analysis of the development of capitalism since Keynes. 24 It is a
volatile and vulnerable situation in which a crumbling of anyone layer (eg. due to
default in payments of international debt) has the potential to cause cumulative crisis.
The difficulty of distinguishing precisely between productive and speculative
elements can be regarded as an inherent feature of this situation, ie. an economic
system in which there is a complex interlocking of institutions engaged in the
production of goods and services, financial intermediation, credit provision and debt
settlemenl The growth in the range of financial instruments, the greater use of
borrowed funds and the greater amount of shon-term lending of working capiLai
(mauers to which passing reference has previously been made) can be interpreted in
this perspective as adding to the "layering" process.

The second approach to reformulation of the analysis draws more directly on the
distinction in Marxian political economy between productive and unproductive
It is readily acknowledged that the
aspects of the capitalist economy.
productive/unproductive distinction is one of on-going controversy, but if we simply
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equate productive activity with thal directly involved in the generation of surplus
value, this wouJd give a clear resolution to some of the issues discussed in the
preceding section of this paper. Share transactions, acquisition of existing property,
dealing in foreign exchange markets, insurance - none of these involve the direct
production of surplus value. The labour and capiral involved in these activities couJd
thereby be labelled unproductive in the above sense of the tenn. 2S However, it would
not be proper to go to the further step in labelling the activities as speculative
because, like many so-called unproductive activities. they may be necessary for the
nonnal functioning of the capitalist economy, ego as key elements in ensuring the
rapid circulation of capital. So, the productivetunproductive distinction clarifies
some of the issues, but we need to go further in highlighting the role of unproductive
activities (including speculation) in the dynamics of capiral accumulation.
There is a third approach which helps to resolve these problems and which is. to my
mind, most satisfactory. This framework for interpreting the impact of increased
speculation - and. more generally, of the increased significance of the financial sector
of the economy - can be sketched aulas follows, drawing on some aspeclS of Marxist
economics:
(i) A distinction is drawn between the sphere of production and the sphere of
circulation. In the former. money capital is used for the purchase of labour power and
the means of production, and the power of the owners of capiral is used to appropriate
sW]>lus value from the value of commodities produced by labour. In the lance - the
sphere of circulation - the money capital obtained through the sale of the
commodities is channelled into the financing of further economic activities in order to
facililate the accumulation of capital as a whole. These activities include further
rounds of commodity production, of course, but may also involve indirect but
necessary adjuncts to the production process such as those activities performed by
capiral and the slate to ensure economic and social reproduction. Exchange of
fmancia] assets. (whether they be shares, titles to real estate, futures, insurance
policies or whatever) have their place here in the sphere of circulation.

(il) Surplus value is generated only in the sphere of production. This is the primary
source of the profits of enteJprises engaged in the sphere of circulation - including
banks and other financial instirutions. They rely on ncapturing- a sub-division of the
surplus value generated elsewhere. A secondary source of profilS of enterprises in
the sphere of circulation is from wages, as for example where speculation in housing
markets forces paymenls for housing services (mortgage repayments, rents) above the
levels that would otherwise prevail. This is a form of "super-exploilation".
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The balance between the sphere of production and the sphere of circulation is
not fixed or pre-determined. Indeed. lhe latter may become increasingly imponalll
(as lhe evidence and arguments reviewed in lhis article would suggest). This may be
the result of a larger share of surplus value being captured by enterprises operating in
lhe sphere of circulation. eg, as the result of rises in interest rates charged on loans to
productive enterprises.
Likewise the share of wage incomes captured as
"super-exploitation" can vary according to the ability of enterprises on the sphere of
circulation to raise mongage rates, consumer credit charges, insurance premiums and
so forth.
(iii)

(iv) Speculation tends to expand the activity of circulation and hence its relative
share in total. income. It does so by increasing lhe range of financial transactions
occuring in lhe sphere of circulation. The development and rapid growlh of financial
futures is a case in point. as is lhe proliferation of financial intermediaries each
ripping off lheir own margins from the remaining surplus value. The corollary of lhis
is lhal the share of surplus value being returned to the sphere of production is
reduced: hence the problems of low productive investmeill. However there is an
important caveat - the increased income share being absorbed in lhe sphere of
circulation may be partly or wholly lhe result of increased 'super-exploitation' of
wage. earners, in which case the problems of inadequate investment cannot be
atuibuted to the effect of speculation. An example of this super-exploitation would
be where speculation has compounded the tendency to house price inflation (eg.
Sydney 1986-8): the rental of industrial propeny is raised but the main impact is on
the cost to the working class - particularly rust home buyers - of obtaining housing.
This way of conceptualising the issues is not without its problems. It is not
self-evident, for example, that the relative expansion of lhe sphere of circulation is a
secular rather than a cyclical phenomenon: that requires further empirical study of
historically specific circumstances. Nor is it self-evident that the increased
comp1ex.ity of institutional forms in the sphere of circulation exceeds the increased
complexity of business enterprises in the sphere of productiOn, as increasingly
sophisticated production technologies are adopted and as conglomerate and
multinational enterprises proliferate. The implicit proposition that the relative power
of financial and industrial capital has shifted in favour of the former is not novel, but
remains unproven: indeed, the partial diversification of some productive ente~ses
into financial activities makes empirical investigation of lhis issue very difficult.
Nevertheless, formulating the issue in lhis way does have certain advantages. It
avoids all sorts of possible confusions such as those reviewed in lhe preceding section
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of this paper. Thus, in the new shareslold shares example, there is no ambiguity since

.all share transactions are regarded as being located in the sphere of circulation
whereas all uses of funds for the acquisition of physical assets are located in the
sphere of prOOuction. Likewise, in the second example, the actual conSlruction of
new building is productive whatever the motivation, but the fmancing of those
activities and changes in ownership are circulatory.
Moreover, this formulation avoids the tendency to equate 'prOOuctive' with necessary
prOOuction and 'speculative' with unnecessary prOOuction, leading to a purely
normative or moralistic perception of the issues. Rather, it recognises that there are
activities which are non-productive (in the sense that they do not directly produce
commodities) but which are necessary (eg. for economic and social reproduction).
Finally, this formulation draws out attention to the dual source of the incomes of
enlerprises engaged in speculation and other activities in the sphere of circulation - in
the surplus value extracted from labour in the sphere of production, and in the wages
of all workers to the extenl that speculation adds a ftloading" to the market prices of
money and of goods and services purchased by them and their families. In both
respects, the working class ultimately bears the burden of the speculative profits. It is
therefore doubly ironic - or diabolical - that the working class should be asked to
bring about the conditions for higher productive investment by accepting cuts in real
wages.

Some Evaluations and Implications
Finally, we tum to some implications of the foregoing analysis. This is necessarily
tentative in the light of the analytical problems we have considered. In particular, we
cannOl conclude with any certainty that there is an inexorable link between increased
speculation and low levels of productive investment; because, as noted in the
preceding section, speculation may involve redistribution from wages rather than
from the investable surplus. Indeed, the most obvious implication of the analysis is
for further research! Detailed empirical study of the mechanisms through which the
rcdislribution occurs is the obvious flISt item on the research agenda which this
reconccplualisalion of the topic suggests. Nevertheless there are some general
problems of a speculalion-orientcd economy - irrespective of how the speculative
incomes are derived - which are worth reviewing. as a means of assessing the
significance of the issue for public policy.
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First, there is the issue of unemployment: job creation is not occurring in Australia at
the rate which would be necessary to establish full employment. Of course, there are
many reasons for this; but, an emphasis on speculation may be a contributory factor.
Il an depends on the job-creating character of speculative activities ~ and of the
sphere of circulation in genera] ~ relative to the employment creation that would
happen if the same funds were used in productive investment.
Second, it is commonly claimed that much of Austra1ian induslr)' remains based on
outdated technology. This is generalisation requiring some qualification but, to the
extent that it is the case, the problem is compounded by any re~focusi ng on
speculative activities. This starves induslr)' of the investment in new technology that
would be required to make it more internationally competitive and to reduce prices to
Australian consumers.
Third, tax revenues are foregone to the extent that income from speculation is more
prone to tax evasion. Again, this requires delai.led empirical investigation, but there a
priori reasons to think that tax minimisation is easier for individuals and institutions
in the sphere of circulation who can conceal income from fmancial assets or more
readily re-arrange those assets for taxation purposes. The result is a worsening of the
government's budgetary problems (although capilai gains tax helps to offset this
tendency).
There are also other problems. arising from the dependence of the economy on such a
volatile and potentially collapsible set of activities. Activities in the sphere of
production are themselves volatile and IXltcntiaily collapsible, of course - the history
of capitalist economic crises is sufficient evidence of that - but the problem is
compounded by the proliferation of activities in the sphere of circulation. This
argument was set out in the previous section of the article, drawing on the approach
of Minsky. Suffice to add here the observation that the proliferation is facilitated by
the government policy of deregulating financial institutions. One effect at the
national level is the greater difficulty of national economic planning, indeed in any
fonn of systematic macroeconomic management
At the regional level some localities have become particularly dependent on the
continued viability of fmancial and speculative activities: central business districts in
cities like Sydney and Melbourne are obvious cases in point The central business
districts have long been a Cocus Cor head offices of fmancia! institutions· in effect,
the spatial expression of financial capital. They can be expected to be the continuing
focus for the proliferation of such institutions that is consequential upon pennitting
the entry of fore ign banks and on other aspects of financial deregulation. However,
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whether this urban specialisation is desirable from the viewpoint of society as a whole
is doubtful. There is a tendency for financial districts (like the City of London) to be
quite desolate outside normal business haws and, more generally, there is inevitable
uncertainty about their long-tenn viability in an era of financial instability. We seem
to have come a long way from the situation where cities had a solid foundation in
industrial production, epitomised by the old north England capitalist adage 'where
there's muck there's brass,:1:1 . The change may have attractions from an
environmemal perspective, but it creates new forms of dependency and vulnerability.
In these circumslaflces, it is appropriate to end by asking what is to be done. From a
reformist perspective, the obvious response emphasises the role of Ihe state in
steering invesunent from speculative towards directly productive pwposes (or,
bolstering the "layer" of real productive economic activity relative to the layers of
financial intennediation and speculation). For example, a more interventionist
industry policy could ensure a higher rate of prcxiuctive invesunent. The government
could take a more active role in ensuring that invesunenl in Australian industry
The Austra1ian Industries Development
occurs through industry plans?8
Corporation could take a more active role in channelling investable funds into
selected industries. The esiablishment of a new National Invesunent Bank, as
recommended in Australia Reconstructed, is another obvious possibility. A policy of
'picking winners' in industry development is not easy but it is better than sitting idle
while the opportunities pass by. Regaining public control over Ihe financial system
would be a necessary complementary policy.

Of course, Ihe interest groups arrayed against these sort of policies are fonnidable.
The international character of the capitalist economy, which has been emphasised
earlier in this article, is a particular constraint on the policies of anyone nation state.
These general problems of refonn need not be reiterated here. 29 However, it is worth
noting that, according to the foregoing analysis, the forces of capital are by no means
unified on the issue of speculation and prcxiuctive invesunent - the rivalry over shares
in surplus value being the most obvious aspect. That being so, the constraints on
refonn may be partially diminished.
However, the roots of the problem of speculative activity lie in the SbUClure of
capitalism as a system of economic organisation. Capital functions on the basis of
self-interested economic gain which· contrary to Adam Smith· bears no necessary
relationship to the overall creation of wealth for the society as a whole. Of course,
even the neoclassical economists concede that there are circumstances where a
divergence may arise between individual and coUective rationality in a market
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economy (eg. externalities). What lhis anicle suggests is that, far from being the
exceptional case, that divergence is systematic and pervasive. A parallel may be
drawn with a soCiety whose population distribution is ageing (or sickening). such that
the economically active sector is shrinking relative to its need for the production of
goods and services. Major increases in productivily are needed to counter the
growing strains imposed by this situation. However, it is by no means impossible
that the necessary productivity improvements will occur. Indeed, looking at
capitalism as a global system in which production is being internationalised. wilh
major growlh in the outputs of the Newly Industrialised Countries, the problem
appears significantly less acute. Further empirical work is needed to detennine
whether similar tendencies towards the relative expansion of the sphere of circulation
are evident in the developing countries before the argument can be extended to the
capitalist system as a whole.
Also, it should be stressed that, in linking the analysis of speculation, circulation and
productive investment to an analysis of capiralist stagnation, it is not thereby implied
that the manifestation would necessarily be economic crisis.
As Magdoff and
Sweezy have previously argued "the coexistence of stagnation in the j6roductive
sector and inflation in the financial sector can continue for a long time."
Rather,
the point is that much of the profit-seeking activities does little to create the necessary
conditions for capital accumulation and economic growth for the society as a whole
in lhe long run. And, to put the point in human tenns, it is wasteful use of human
resources for so much talent, energy and effort to be directed towards the pursuit of
speculative activities which make no discernible contribution to economic and social
progress. The clamour of the stock-exchange is an appropriate symbol of this aspect
of capitalism; so much frenetic energy for so little social purpose. And the crash of
October 1987 bears obvious wibleSS to the associated financial instability, largely
unconnected to levels of real productive economic activity.
Explaining lhe functioning of the Cily of London in the late nineteenth century,
Walter Bagehol identifted three conditions as necessary for the functioning of the
system: (i) a loan fund of money should be available for investment, (ll) there should
be a specUlative fund, and (iii) a supply of young men should be available to exploit
the latest opp::lrtunities to make a fortune?t A century later and on the other side of
the world, it is tempting to say, particularly on the second and third points, how
all-too·familiar that pattern has become·32
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